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About This Game

Weary of the life as a lumberjack, you decide to leave the safe walls of your homeland in order to travel far away and begin the
life of an adventurer. Months later, just as you start to doubt your decision, you arrive on an archipelago where you hear about

something called “The Warhorn”: A relic capable of granting immortality!
You decide to settle on one of the islands – where your story shall begin.

The Warhorn is a take on the unique mixture of genres, the most important ones being RPG and city-building/management
while other distinctive elements in the game come from the exploration, puzzle and open world genres.

 Explore a vast open world: Including 5 themed biomes like spring / summer, autumn, winter, desert and jungle having
their own unique sub-biomes with their own unique resources and denizens.

 Solve challenging puzzles: While most of them can be done alone, some might need a helping hand – or two.

 Face various foes: Every biome comes with its own set of animals, beasts and other denizens. Some of them may be
neutral, but others could be deadly.

 Learn new skills: Wield a sword, swing a hammer or laugh at brute force and master the elements like fire, ice and light.
Villagers can teach you many things, but in order for them to share their knowledge, you might have to earn their trust
first… or a sizeable amount of riches.
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 Build your empire: Learn how to build with different materials and create a village to your liking. Villagers will gather
resources for you while your villages’ soldiers are protecting your empire.

 Be ready for war: Build powerful war machines to either defend your village or attack another in a fight for resources,
relics and secrets of this world.

 Multiplayer: Everything in the game can be done together. Build the most incredible empire with your friends, trade
with other empires or fight against them.
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Title: The Warhorn
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Pigeons Interactive
Publisher:
Pigeons Interactive
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-3330 or AMD FX 8320

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 660 2GB or AMD HD7770

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 11 GB available space

English,Polish,French,German,Simplified Chinese
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Treasure Adventure World is something really special. An update/remake/sequel to the freeware game Treasure Adventure
Game, both are clearly passion projects for the creator. That comes across in the coherence of the world, its puzzles and its level
design, all of which come together to create a really memorable game experience. It may look like just another indie game, but
it shares a level of craft and commitment with Cave Story. It's not perfect, but it is excellent.

It's funny, I played TAG years ago and knew that TAW was coming out, but somehow missed that it was released. I picked it up
in the current sale (Chinese New Year) and I couldn't be happier about it.. Not impressive at all. I've seen the beautiful graphics
of Raw Data and expected something on a similar AAA level. But this tech demo deeply disappointed me. The shaders don't
seem to have been written for VR and just look dull and unrealistic. Everything just feels not real at all.. It's pretty but it doesn't
support any of the VR controllers thus you have to sit and use your keyboard and mouse to move. Also, this is one of the very
few games that made me very motion sick :(. While the game is good in my opinion, there is room for improvement.
-Graphics: can be improved a bit but it works
-Format: The air base is diffrent compared to the old version when this game was avaliable in the US. It toke a bit of time to get
use to it.
-Gameplay: I feel like the gameplay works but requires some thing like leading your shots ever so slightly
-Glitches: I didn't come across any execpt for the occasional texture glitch and wirds having random symbols instead of letters..
fun addictive, chilling game. $5 well spent. A different (but very fun!) take on the classic Bridge Builder series. This time
around, the focus is more on completing various objectives within the levels and creating the missing roads to do just that, and
less on "How do I get a 30 ton truck over a wooden bridge" using my tiny budget.
It's challenging if you want to go for the achievements, but just playing a random level, raising that ramp just a tiny bit further
and see how much we can hit is just what I like in a casual game.. Hard Reset. Well let's start there. Guys you literally have the
most generic title in all of video games, it's so bad it's almost impossible to search online and not get something about rebooting
a phone. I mean, wow, that's a real pain in the butt.

But overall Hard Reset is a reasonably good game with some oddities on it, almost like a beautiful yacht that doesn't glide
through the water because of barnacles. It's not a horrible game mind you, but it definitely has some rough edges.

The first issue I have with the game is the story, or what the developers call the story. The issue is the "Story" in this game is
cutscenes shown before a level. When you get in the game, the game promptly forgets it has a story and you run around running
through a doom like level. The story is almost never referenced in game, after a couple levels I skipped the cutscenes (As
loading is wicked fast on a SSD) and ... I didn't feel like I missed much. This isn't really a game that respects it's story, but it
feels like it's there, so I feel judging it is valid, even if it's so lacking.

The other thing in this game is it's a doom like shooter, the entire time you're going to run, gun and dodge enemies. And dodge
in "moving to the side" not hitting a special button. The end result is pretty damn glorious, though not with out it's mistakes.
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The only real problem with the level design is that there's very little variety, quite often you'll go through the same area that
you've gone through before, it feels like you're going through it in reverse, but in fact it's in another area, so you're supposed to
proceed, quite often you'll have situations where you think you are going the wrong direction. If you persevere you'll find the
next "new'-ish area.

The other issue for the levels just "end" quite often, and start in random spots. There's really not that much that ties the game
levels to the story. A shame.

But ignoring the level design (Which isn't repetative most of the time) the game revolves around the player fighting waves of
enemies, similar to Doom, where the player enters an area, takes out enemies, and goes to the next arena and beats the hell out
of the enemies. There's the ability to blast environmental objects that help you kill the enemies, but quite often you'll just have
to dodge attacks and deliver a destructive force to beat the enemies.

The fact is that mostly works. Honestly there's really only two enemies that kind of annoy me. The Gorilla enemy that charges
the player will usually hit the player. And that's a real shame, because when you continue in the game they appear more
commonly.

The other issue I have with the game is the final boss, which just feels cheap. It's a shame because I beat 99 percent of the game
on Normal but the final enemy I just couldn't get a handle on even knowing HOW to beat him, the damage just comes to fast.
The good news, is switching to easy makes the game VERY easy, exactly what it should do, but it's a shame, because up to that
part it's quite fair with the difficulty.

Overall though the game is solid and fun. It's just random action, and while there could be more enemies, the levels feel varied
enough (at times) to make it feel fun to keep progressing and see what happens next. The game seems to have a few missteps
but nothing to make me stop playing it (though the hard final boss almost did it). There's an expansion (Exiles) that's gives more
content.

I like the game quite a bit, but I only recommend the Extended Edition, apparently the redux version that just came out wants to
charge more money for a very similar looking game. Weird. Hard Reset Extended Edition on the other hand is the same game
minus one small weapon.

I might not recommend this over a ton of other games, but if you want another game like Doom this fits the bill.
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If you are a EMT or a Fire Firefigther this game is for you.
6 hours long, good enough.. Far too much RNG + Lots of Pay to Win = Spellstone. such a fun game to play! really enjoying it :)
and shuggy is so cute ^.^ well worth getting, especially for 39p in the sale!!!. Okay so I was looking at free to play games and i
saw this pop up. I looked at the screenshots and BOOM, a WAVE of nostalgia hit me. Staying up till 4 in the morning playing
this POS game on my extra POS windows xp laptop. Let me say that this game should be played for nostalgia purposes only. If
you havent played this before, it wont be fun now, trust me. Sure, the graphics may not be as great as AoE or Civ V, but the fact
that the unit limits are so large, and there are so many countries each with unique abilities makes the game extremely fun.. Fun!
Also I find it challenging! So... FUN!. Tranquil, healing, and full of hidden wonder, Windscape captures the imagination in a
gentle caress. Its appeal lies not in brute force nor the addictive hook of a levelling system, but in the subtle yet powerful ways it
enables player curiosity through whimsical melodies, a charming graphical approach, and a plethora of different personalities to
interact with. Windscape is a triumph of the imagination.

PROS

+ Immersive world
+ Unique, polygonal artistic style
+ Compelling narrative
+ Varied gameplay
+ Dreamy, adaptive soundtrack

CONS

- Sometimes repetitive
- Boss fights should be more difficult

You can view the full review here: http://www.keengamer.com/article/14162_windscape-review

Frozenbyte 15th Anniversary and Update to Shadwen!:

To celebrate our 15th anniversary we are having our games on sale and added an update to Shadwen!

The update, called Escape from the Castle, adds 14 re-worked levels to Shadwen for free to all platforms: Windows, Linux and
Mac. You can read more from our blog[www.frozenbyte.com] or go to Shadwen's Steam page from here.

Don't forget to take advance of the bundle prices for example with Frozenbyte Collection. Its price adjusts if you already own
some of the games!

We also made a video to show our progress from our first game, Shadowgrounds to Shadwen. You can find it below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KmZ9OTmBLjQ
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Thank you all for supporting us for so long! :)

. UPDATE: Bookmarks, bridges, and bug fixes:
Today's update includes the following changes:

 Added bookmarks (table of contents) to the PDF manual.

 Bridges can now be placed over, but not on, terminals.

 Fixed a bug where logic gates activated at the wrong simple I/O value.

 Added more information to the "part not sleeping" error message.

. Mayhem 05.12.2018 - 11.05.2018:
Soldiers, listen up!

More and more event have just started! Free items are ready to be claimed too. Starting now, until the 11th December (11:59
PM CET), you'll earn rewards every day by playing different game modes.
What are you waiting for? Load your weapon and bring home some victories.. "Norse Side Stories" DLC Release Date:
Hello survivors!

We hope you're okay! Today we finally have some news for the final DLC of Dead In Vinland!

One year of Dead In Vinland. Porradaria 3 and Steam Direct...:
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Hi everyone!

Porradaria 3 development was confirmed and it is right now on Steam Greenlight awaiting for your vote! However...

http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=775957558

As you might have heard of, Valve will replace the old Steam Greenlight system with a new one, the Steam Direct. Developers
will have to pay for each game they publish on Steam Store from now on.

Right now Valve is considering a fee between $100 and $5.000 for each game. Depending on the outcome of it, Porradaria 3
might not be released on Steam Store, and I will explain why.

The Company. RAGE 2 - System Specs, Preload, and Unlock Times:
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Hey all,

RAGE 2's May 14 launch is fast approaching and we're excited to share with you the unlock times for the game:

Preload Information
If you want to get a head start on downloading the game, you’ll be able to preload RAGE 2 ahead of launch. Preload will begin
May 10 at 1pm ET.

Launch Timing
Here is when you’ll be able to play the game depending on your platform and location. The game will unlock at different times
depending on your territory:

 AU, NZ, Asia: RAGE 2 will unlock at 11:01am ET on May 13

 Rest of World: RAGE 2 will unlock at 8:00pm ET on May 13

 North America: RAGE 2 will unlock at 12:01am ET on May 14

As a reminder, here are the system spec requirements and special PC enhancements for the game:

PC RECOMMENDED SETTINGS

 Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

 OS: Win7, 8.1, or 10 (64-Bit versions)

 Processor: Intel Core i7-4770 or AMD Ryzen 5 1600X

 Memory: 8GB RAM

 Graphics: Nvidia GTX 1070 8GB or AMD Vega 56 8GB

 Storage: 50 GB available space

PC MINIMUM SPECIFICATIONS

 Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

 OS: Win7, 8.1, or 10 (64-Bit versions)

 Processor: Intel Core i5-3570 or AMD Ryzen 3 1300X

 Memory: 8GB RAM

 Graphics: Nvidia GTX 780 3GB or AMD R9 280 3GB

 Storage: 50 GB available space

ADDITIONAL VISUAL FEATURES

 FOV Slider (50 to 120 degrees)
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 Show HUD (on/off)

 Reticle Style (default/simple/none)

 Motion Blur (on/off)

 Depth of Field (on/off)

 Ultra-wide (21:9) and Super Ultra-wide (32:9) display support (PC)

. Sparkle 4 Tales Steam Store page is live!:

Immerse yourself in the atmospheric surroundings from the beginnings of life - the newest game form the well-known Sparkle
franchise SPARKLE 4 TALES is coming soon!

Sparkle 4 Tales Steam Store page is now available - add to your wishlist for more!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1028910/Sparkle_4_Tales/. Update 2 Status/Open Beta:

Summary. Convoy Winners & 50% off 3079!:
Giveaway winners here:

https://www.facebook.com/phr00ts.software/posts/910676242318289

http://store.steampowered.com/app/259620/
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